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In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content:

Reviewed by:
Jeannette Hulick
In this humorous twist on “Sleeping Beauty,” a sword-slinging, monster-fighting, fraction-calculating hamster princess, Harriet Hamsterbone, manages to outmaneuver the evil fairy Ratshade, tossing her into the splintery hamster wheel intended for Harriet and turning the sleeping curse back on the fairy; unfortunately, the curse still befalls everyone else in Harriet’s family’s castle. Harriet and her faithful quail-steed, Mumfrey, manage to escape unharmed but are then saddled with the task of finding a prince to kiss everyone to break the curse. Middle-graders with a taste for absurdity and snark will find plenty of both here, and sassy Harriet is an entertaining heroine. The snappy, funny writing coupled with the plethora of comics-style illustrations and quick pace make this an easy sell to the reluctant reader crowd (who will find themselves happily devouring the occasional higher-level vocabulary word). The frequent art in tones of blue and gray often furthers the narrative via word-bubble interchanges of dialogue, and the carefully cocked angle of an ear or an eye renders the white hamster figures surprisingly expressive. Fans of Holm’s Babymouse (Babymouse: Queen of the World, BCCB 12/05) series or Vernon’s Dragonbreath (BCCB 9/09) series will definitely want to tag along on Harriet’s future adventures.
gun like a bada$$, keep pretending to be in love with a dude from the Backstreet Boys, and sneak alone time with Erin when she can. Teens will likely find the age difference, particularly given Erin’s relative immaturity, not nearly as big a deal as adult readers might, but even they will spot that the counselor/camper dynamic is fraught with issues. In this graphic novel, deceptively simple drawings in a mostly dreamy palette work well to capture big, sweeping emotions of the camp experience, while also placing the events (if not the emotional impact) a decade or so in the past. A brief author’s note verifies that this is indeed a memoir; this is no surprise given the perfect capture of the insecurities, angst, swooning, and electricity that accompanies that first overwhelming crush. An intriguing pairing would be with Tamaki’s Skin (BCCB 5/08) for two looks at age-gap relationships that may present complex ethical quandaries for the reader but are beautifully, mostly fondly, remembered. AS
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Dasha is twelve years old, living in Moscow in 1991, when her mother, an advertising copywriter, leaves Russia to study in the U.S. Dasha stays with her grandparents (her father is in LA) and relates the story of her passing year with quick snapshots of each month that speak to deeper running themes: she misses her mom, she’s negotiating a changing relationship with her two best friends, and she has a crush on a glamorous older boy. Despite her adjustment pains, she’s grieving when, at the end of the year, she must leave Moscow to join her mother in the U.S. As in Brit’s Jane, the Fox, and Me (BCCB 11/13), art and text interweave picture-book style in this longer memoir, giving it the feel of a freeform graphic novel. Dasha’s narration is episodic and diary-style, blending events large (the August 1991 coup that attempts to overthrow Gorbachev) and small (the discovery that the boy she likes is dating a cool older girl); the result is therefore lacking in overall trajectory, but that’s authentic to the quotidian perspective of Dasha’s account. The pencil and ink wash illustrations are precise yet slightly edgy in their linework, and the predominant grays of the wash, touched with occasional red or blue elements, lend a certain chic as well as a slightly subdued mood. Readers who enjoyed Holm’s Sunny Side Up (BCCB 10/15) or Telgemeier’s Smile (BCCB 3/10) will find this an illuminating take on a girl’s pivotal year. DS

VERNON, URSULA  Hamster Princess: Harriet the Invincible; written and illus. by Ursula Vernon. Dial, 2015  [256p]

In this humorous twist on “Sleeping Beauty,” a sword-slinging, monster-fighting, fraction-calculating hamster princess, Harriet Hamsterbone, manages to outmaneuver the evil fairy Ratshade, toasting her into the splinterly hamster wheel intended for Harriet and turning the sleeping curse back on the fairy; unfortunately, the curse still befalls everyone else in Harriet’s family’s castle. Harriet and her faithful quail steed, Mustafay, manage to escape unharmed but are then saddled with the task of finding a prince to kiss everyone to break the curse. Middle-graders with
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